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This class will cover the results of a pilot project between Autodesk, Inc., and the City of Vancouver. The
project used InfraWorks software as a platform for rapid energy modeling. Rapid energy modeling is an
efficient simulation process used for working with minimal and, in many cases, already-available city
building data to quickly generate energy assessments. The ability to visualize and analyze at a range of
scales, from the block to the neighborhood, assists in developing strategies to achieve sustainability
objectives. We will present the most successful workflows and interoperability workflows between
InfraWorks software and other Autodesk tools and services. Equally important, we will review the role of
InfraWorks software as a public-engagement tool for energy and built-form issues, presenting complex
data and issues in an accessible environment.

Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:
•

Articulate to others the potential value of rapid energy modeling

•

Outline the most successful ways to use InfraWorks software as a city-wide rapid energy modeling
platform

•

Outline the process for rapid energy modeling platform for individual buildings within Revit and
Vasari

•

Identify the key data needed for rapid energy modeling success

About the Speaker
Dan Campbell is a systems analyst with the City of Vancouver, where he is responsible for
coordinating 3D visualization and analysis activities and managing the City of Vancouver’s 3D
model. He has a background in fine art, planning, and urban design that he is able to apply in
the context of geographic information systems and city modeling, especially applying 3D to
less-traditional areas such as emergency management and sustainability. Dan has spoken on
the topic of 3D as it relates to design and public involvement at many conferences, including
Autodesk University, Asia Geospatial Forum, GeoWeb, GeoTec, the Urban Regional
Information Systems Association (URISA), Building Information Modeling (BIM) Forum,
Geospatial World Forum, Middle East Geospatial Forum, India Geospatial Forum, and the
Pitney Bowes Insight event. Dan has had articles published by Vector1 Media, GeoWorld
magazine, and Geospatial World, and he is a member of the Institute for BIM in Canada’s
Technical Advisory Committee. Dan was the 2012 recipient of the Pitney Bowes Meridian
Award for Technical Achievement.

dan.campbell.@vancouver.ca
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Vancouver is very serious about being green. Greenest City 2020 is a bold initiative that will
address Vancouver's environmental challenges. Through a set of measurable and attainable
targets, it puts the city on the path to sustainability, and works towards making Vancouver the
greenest city in the world by 2020. To become the greenest city in the world, Vancouver’s city
staff are working with Council, residents, businesses, other organizations, and all levels of
government to implement the Greenest City 2020 Action Plan.
Electricity and gas that power buildings generate 55% of Vancouver’s GHG emissions.
Recognizing this, the City has mandated that all buildings constructed from 2020 onwards must
be carbon neutral in operations. As well, the target is to reduce energy use and greenhouse
gas emissions in existing buildings by 20% over 2007. The City is interested in tools that will
assist in meeting these objectives and partnered with Autodesk in a Rapid Energy Modeling
pilot project.
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What is Rapid Energy Modeling?
Rapid energy modeling is a streamlined process of moving quickly and with minimal data from
existing building conditions, to energy analysis, through a simplified simulation process. It
enables the ability to make energy assessments quicker, easier and more cost-effective,
resulting in actionable conclusions based on building science, building’s geometry, and local
climate conditions. This approach makes it viable to model energy consumption across a large
number of buildings, providing critical information that can be used for analysis and decision
making.

Existing Energy Data
Currently, the City of Vancouver has very limited access to building energy usage information.
In addition to this constraint, data that is available is often generalized to ensure the privacy of
individual consumers. What was available included BC Hydro data that had a geographic link
defined by a 3 digit postal code (FSA – Forward Sortation Area), and Fortis (FortisBC Inc. is an
electric power and gas distribution/retail company serving the City) data linked by the full 6 digit
postal code (FSADLU – Forward Sortation Area Local Delivery Units).
The Hypothesis was that Autodesk’s Rapid Energy Modeling (REM) approach may prove
valuable in identifying buildings for retrofit or energy saving programs. How well this process of
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simulated REM results performed could be verified by review how they aggregate up to existing
FSA information.
Two flavours of Rapid Energy Modeling were tested:
1. An InfraWorks to Green Building Studio workflow
2. A Revit/Vasari Rapid Energy Modeling workflow

Proof of Concept Methods - Tools
Three main tools were used in the pilot, Autodesk InfraWorks®, Autodesk Green Building
Studio®, and Autodesk Vasari/Revit®.
•

Autodesk InfraWorks® is an intelligent 3D modeling and visualization tool that
supports Building Information Modeling (BIM) workflows. It enables architects, planners,
and engineer to work with larger-scale models created from existing data sources. In
addition, it is an exceptional tool for communicating complex projects to a broader
audience.

•

Autodesk Green Building Studio® is a cloud based energy-analysis software that
enables architects and designers to perform whole-building analysis, optimize energy
consumption, and work toward carbon-neutral building designs earlier in the process.

• Autodesk Vasari® is a design tool facilitating both geometric and parametric modeling
for quickly generating building concepts, and also incorporates analysis for energy and
carbon. Vasari is focused on conceptual building design using both geometric and
parametric modeling. It supports performance-based design via its integrated energy
modeling and analysis features.

Proof of Concept Methods - Data
A block in Vancouver’s Downtown that was also an individual post-code was chosen as the
pilot area. (V6Z1K7). The City provided Autodesk with a SHP file of the 12 commercial
buildings on the block that included building height information. No other information was
given. Wall to window ratios, number of floors and building types were eyeballed using Google
Street View, and assumptions were mad on building type such as office, retail etc. and typical
occupancy schedules like 12/5, 12/6, or 12/7 assigned. This information was added as
additional attributes to the GIS file, and was imported into InfraWorks.
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The selected downtown block.
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Start new project

Select site location to determine weather
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Model basic massing of existing buildings and adjust energy settings

Run Energy Simulation in Green Building Studio
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Results Analysis Approach
Using the sample of the 12 buildings on the block, the prediction of Vasari and InfraWorks were
compared, focusing on
•
•
•

EUI (Energy Use Intensity)
Electric Usage
Natural Gas Usage (predictions of Gas Usage to data provided by the City of
Vancouver) (electric data not available; only 3 digit FSA code)

Findings
Energy Use Intensity
Similar results between the two approaches.
•
•
•
•

13% difference in pooled building results between methods
10% average difference with individual building results
Outliers seen in building K (67.25% diff.); building J (34% diff.)
Building K is problematic in other results as well, requires further investigation

Building K
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Electricity Use - Results from both methods were compared, and found to be between 1.5% 19% of each other. Exceptions to this were ‘complex’ buildings that were represented by 2 or
more footprints for a single building. Since InfraWorks sees a footprint as a single, block mass
with a single height, as opposed to Revit which allows for multiple heights and shapes within a
single building.
Unfortunately, the City was unable to get postcode level data from BC Hydro. The closest figure
the team could get was an aggregated postcode, which would require modeling another 157
buildings. At this stage there is nothing to compare it to right now.
Gas Use - Results from both methods were compared, and found to be vastly different to each
other. This was thought to be down to the fact that InfraWorks does not support autozoning.
The good news with regards to gas use was the availability of postcode level information. Below
is an extract from the spreadsheet which outlines the results for the 11 building postcode.

Natural Gas Results Between the Two Approaches
•
•
•
•
•

•

Dissimilar results between approaches
47% difference in pooled building results between methods; 85% average difference
with individual building results
Modeled gas usage in Vasari was often close to double gas usage estimated in AIW
Three buildings were less than 15% different & all were dining establishments
Vasari results are likely more accurate due to application of ASHRAE-based autozoning
& HVAC systems not being applied correctly yet in the InfraWorks/Green Building Studio
workflow
Requires additional research and effort to determine (underway)
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Natural Gas Results Compared to City Data
•
•

Results were very similar between Vasari Results and block level data provided
.06% difference between simulated and actual results for the
block of buildings (99% accurate)

Electric Results Between the Two Approaches
•
•
•
•

Similar results between approaches
6% difference in pooled building results between methods; 4% average difference with
individual building results
Building K is an outlier at 33.88% difference when comparing kWh between the
approaches
All other buildings less than 15% difference
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Challenges
•

Lack of electricity usage information for postcode – therefore it’s difficult to demonstrate
the accuracy of the REM process

•

Complex buildings aren’t well handled in the InfraWorks REM method. These buildings
generally end up with a much greater deviation from the Vasari REM method

• Gas use modeling in InfraWorks doesn’t give acceptable results
Results Analysis Summary
•

InfraWorks is a rapid way to model a group of buildings and get to good electric results,
consistent with the Vasari approach

•

InfraWorks Gas and EUI results are being explored, as HVAC assignments and zoning
are not being applied as well as in Vasari

•

Vasari appears more accurate at generating both gas and electric results, but only works
for 1 building at a time and is not easily scalable across a city

•

City wide approach could use InfraWorks for rapid energy modeling and prioritization of
buildings, with refinement in Vasari/Revit, or with AIW results directly in GBS
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Value to the City
•
•

Provides a repeatable way to rapidly identify underperforming buildings to help achieve
the City’s Green Building targets
REM approach requires less City resources, provides valuable data and insight into the
state of Vancouver’s buildings

•

Time and cost savings with the auditing process

•

Opportunity to develop staff expertise and in house skills

•

Extended use of City model

•

Simple way of communicating this information to the public.
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